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About This Game

Casino Blackjack 21 with a TWIST!! Cheat and Play against Cheaters to Win Cash. Cheaters Blackjack updates the Classic
Casino Gambling Game with Cheating, Wild West Type Showdowns, 6 Game Modes and Worldwide Internet Scoring

Leaderboards.

CHEATERS BLACKJACK 21 adds the 'Cheating' twist to the classic game. Cheating steals the next card in the deck and swaps
it with the worst card in your hand *IF* it improves your hand (Improve Hand/Avoid Busting). Play against Cheating CPU

opponents to win match play and compare your scores to other player Worldwide!! CATCH CPU players to prevent them from
cheating to gain advantage. CHEAT to Improve your hand and chances of winning BUT if the CPU players catch you cheating

it could spell trouble since they can challenge you in a Old West type showdown for Cash.

Win hands to increase your Cheat Percent. Use Cheat Percent to CATCH Cheaters or CHEAT to improve your hand. Get ready
to play the classic game like you've never seen it before. You know the rules, You've played the classic game, now try it with
this exciting New Twist - Blackjack 21, Cheating and Wild West Showdowns - Whats not to Like? Compare your scores to

players around the Globe. Good Luck!!

★ CHEAT to Steal/Swap Next Card if Better
★ CATCH CPU Players to Stop them from Cheating.

★ PLAY Multiple Seats to CHEAT Faster. (Each Win Improves Your Odds)
★ DISABLE Cheating for Normal Blackjack Play

★ Colorful HD Player/CPU/Table Graphics
★ WILD WEST Type Caught! CHEATER Showdowns
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★ COMPARE Scores against Players Worldwide
★ 6 Exciting Game Modes - 6 Web LeaderBoards

★ Play Alone or with up to 4 CPU Opponents.
★ Perfect for a Quick Game or Extended Match.

★ EASY to Learn. Use Strategy to Win!!

Cheaters Blackjack 21 plays a 100% fair gambling game. There is NO computer peeking or cheating to gain advantage over the
player. Each 6 deck shuffle is randomized to maintain fairness. Players also can easily DISABLE cheating mode to practice

proper Blackjack gambling strategy in a simulation quality mode.

Steam Notes: Hi fellow Steamers!! Cheaters Blackjack is a program I created because I LOVE Blackjack. Its a reboot of a
PC/Pocket PC app I created years ago. I made the game to play on multiple platforms (so I could enjoy it everywhere!!). All

versions compete using the same scoreboards since no platform has an advantage. It can be played on PC (MAC, Linux coming
soon), Mobile, Tablets and TV against the top scores of people on the other platforms. I tried to create a GUI that works equally

well on all devices and think that CB21 has basically achieved the goal.

Programmed by BlackOpzFX Labs.
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Great game! Would definitely recommend. it isnt working. It's better than earlier games by Jetdogs Studios. The graphics are
nice and the story is somewhat ok. Only you're in need to use the hint system way to often because the game lets you totally in
the dark what to do next.

But the one big problem is that I couldn't finish it, because it bugs out right before the end, so i don't get the ending sequence,
only a big black screen when I try to leave the labour at the end of the game. I can read about the ending in the ingame
cluebook, but i can't see it.

Sooo ... Thumbs down.. Great game! Decoy ammo is cute. Awesome game! I can read japanese in some certain level, but still
feel painful to fully understand this story. PLS TRANSLATE INTO CHINESE OR ENGLISH!. D U C K F E E P SILVER
. -Primera vez encontr\u00e1ndome con un humano
-Intento dialogar porque no tengo armas
-Me da un flechazo en un brazo
-Sigo tratando de dialogar
-Me dispara en una pierna
-Me rindo y me muestro indefenso
-Me dispara en la otra pierna
-Me roba todo el loot
-Muero desangrado

10\/10
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This game used to be really good during before and up to alpha 16, but alpha 17 came along, and it kinda killed it. The grind for
building a base is atrocious, skills are level locked which really limits what you can do, and is honestly annoying. Would be
better if they were just skill point locked instead. Furthermore, no matter how good of a base you build, it is basically trash, no
point in building anything. Its not a base building survival game anymore. The best thing to do is just level up now, and becomes
a zombie grind fest. I would really want to get back into it to test out the electricity stuff, but I just can't with these changes that
make everything pointless.
. the best game I have ever played and it has brought a new meaning to life.. Fun game. It's nice to see such a well made and
thought out version of pong.. Yes yes YES!. A monotonic boring song, there is no excuse for the quality of music here : \/
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